Stiff competition for Harvard Square stereo stores.

We're Music Systems Limited. The new stereo store in Harvard Square. And we're proving to be very tough competition for the other stereo stores. Because we carry high-performance components you won't find in most other stores. Like Klipsch, Celestion, Lux, and Kenwood Purist. And because we offer complete systems (starting at just $220) that deliver peak performance in every price range.

**MSL Offers Advent, Onkyo, and Garrard For $300**

Here's the neutral, wide-range Advent sound in a perfectly-matched $300 system. MSL brings you Advent/III loudspeakers powered by Onkyo's remarkably-refined TX1500 stereo receiver. For your records, MSL includes MSL's $300 system carefully. You'll hear exactly what we mean by "peak performance". The system has brand-new ADS

**ADS**

a handsome Garrard 630 automatic turntable, complete with a Pickering cartridge.

**MSL Offers ADS, Marantz and Garrard For $490**

Check MSL's $490 system carefully. You'll hear exactly what we mean by "peak performance". The system has brand-new ADS

**Marantz**

420 “Invisible Sound” loudspeakers, a Marantz 2216 stereo receiver (engineered for total performance), and a precise, belt-driven Garrard GT25 semi-automatic turntable (complete with a Pickering cartridge).

MSL protects your investment in stereo with a seven-day money-back guarantee, ninety-day defective exchange, ninety-day 100% trade-in credit, one-year full credit trade on loudspeakers, and extended warranties on parts and labor.

Shop at MSL this week. Give the other stores some competition.